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Presentation Notes
In 2012, Karen Bennett, who the regional Soil Scientist for R6 at the time, approached the Willamette National Forest about doing an All Lands Design Charette with an Interdisciplinary Team in a project area on our Forest.  I had worked with Karen on the Siuslaw National Forest where we had used the design charette concept with university students to do collaborative restoration planning on several different projects.  What was unique about this request was that she wanted to work internally with a Forest Service IDT to do a design charette.  I ended up being a co-lead with the District Planner on the Cool Soda All Lands Planning Process.



Project Area – Soda Fork Creek, Sweet Home RD
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Presentation Notes
We selected the Soda Fork sub-watershed for the design charette.  It has checker board ownership with Forest Service and Private Industrial lands, managed by a group called Cascade Timber Consultants.  It has timber lands, anadromous steelhead and Chinook, adjacent wilderness and is often used by the local community of Sweet Home, OR.



Participants
 USFS Core Team (Consultants)

 Team Leaders: Johan Hogervorst /Anita Leach
 Watershed Specialist– Lance Gatchell (Doug Shank)
 Aquatic Biologist – Brett Blundon
 Terrestrial Ecologist – Anita Leach (Leslie Elliott, Nanci

Curtis, Jane Kertis)
 Wildlife Biologist – Tiffany Young
 Cultural, Heritage, Recreation – Jon Meier (Tony Farque)

 CTC Core Team
 Dave Furtwangler
 Milt Moran 
 Bill Marshall

 GIS analyst – Jeremy Hobson
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Here is a list of the participants including the interdisciplinary team made up of both District and Forest level specialists.  We also had three employees of Cascade Timber Consultants join several of our meetings, including the President of the Company, Dave Furtwangler.



Cool Soda Charette Process Steps
1. Designate:  

 Project Area
 Team Leader/Facilitator
 Core team
 Consultants to the core team 
 Community of Interest (Stakeholders)

to give feedback

2. Knowledge Transfer
 Intensive Introduction to the Area

3. Collective Learning
 Community of Interest gives feedback to “Pin ups”
 Investigation and Data Collection

 Cultural, Ecological, Social, Economic

4. Restoration Design Concept
 Community of Interest feedback 

5. Graphic Report of the Design
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Here are the process steps of the design charette we employed.  The knowledge transfer was a process where the core team was immersed in Team Teaching session from all resources to learn about the project area.  It included 38 speakers over five days in both the office and field.



Community of Interest 
City of Sweet Home
Linn County Park Dept.
South Santiam Watershed Council
Sweet Home Economic Development Group
Portland State University Students
University of Oregon Ecosystem Workforce Group
Oregon State University
Oregon Dept. of Fish and Wildlife
Confederated Tribes of Grand Ronde Community of Oregon
Confederated Tribes of Siletz Indians
Confederated Tribes of Warm Springs Reservation of Oregon
Oregon Wild
Cascadia Wildlands
Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation
Oregon Hunters Association
American Forest Resource Council
General Public
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There was a broad community of interest that included local City, County and State employees.  There was also a strong university presence and feedback for tribes and special interest groups from the environmental community, a hunter’s group and a timber interest group.  Some of these individuals helped during the knowledge transfer session.



Collective Learning
Collaborative Pinup #1
– Inherent Capacity
- Community Values

Collaborative Pinup #2
– Existing Condition
– Refine Community Values

Collaborative Pinup #3
– Draft Restoration Ideas

Collaborative Pinup #4
– Final Restoration Design
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We had four separate collaborative pinups with the community of interest.  The Design Charette concept came out of French architectural schools where students would roll their designs out on a cart, pin them up, receive feedback on them and then roll them back into the studio for more work.  After doing this a few times, you perfect your design and have buy in from the community of interest.  This is exactly what we did with these pinups.



Ecosystem Services or Benefits from Nature

• Fish and wildlife habitat
• Clean air and water
• Pollination
• Mitigation of environmental hazards
• Control of pests and diseases
• Carbon sequestration
• Soil productivity
• Wood products

The benefits that people receive from nature...

…are often undervalued or unrecognized. 

SUPPORTING – PROVISIONING – REGULATING - AESTHETIC
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In this environment, Karen encouraged us to present some of our learned information from the charette in terms of ecosystem services, or what we now term Benefits from Nature.  In 2012, I would say that Benefits from Nature was a very new concept, unfamiliar to both our community of interest and internal Forest Service personnel.  We invited Nicola Smith to come in and teach us about Benefits from Nature and give us some ideas about how the concept was being used in other places.



Underlying Processes and Functions (Foundation)
Nutrient cycling , Nutrient fixation (red alder), Soil formation , Natural Disturbance (Fire, wind,
landslides, insects and disease) ,Water cycling (Collection, storage, release, filtration, cooling) ,
Carbon cycling , Photosynthesis (Oxygen production) , Elevational diversity, Air purification

Clean cold water
•  drinking water

Food
•  fish, plants, elk, deer, 

upland birds
•  First foods 

(huckleberries)
Forest products

•  Wood products
•  Special forest products

Mineral sources
•  Stream gravel
•  Road rock

Jobs and economic activity

Community revenue source

Riparian
•Aquatic, floodplain

Upland Forest
•Old growth, mid-
seral, early seral

Shrub
•Vine maple patches

Meadows
•Wet and dry

Ponds and seeps
Rock talus

Visual quality
Scenery
First foods (huckleberries)
Recreation potential

•  Dispersed camping
•  Swimming holes
•  Hiking, fishing, hunting

Existence value
Spiritual (Native values and
general recreation)
Solitude, Space
Cultural heritage
Rich settlement history
Public access
Special or unique species

Human Actions (Potential to affect above or below): Flood Control Dam, Forest 
Management, Road Construction and Maintenance, Fire Suppression ,  Recreation

Additional benefits from this landscape project:
•  Partnership potential of checkerboard landscape
•  Shared resources, cost saving
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Along the way, Anita Leach, the District Planner, put together this innovative illustration to help us communicate Benefits from Nature to our community of interest.  Under the roof of Benefits from Nature, we have three sets of ecosystem services that represent the values expressed as most important to our local communities.  The foundation of the house are the underlying processes and functions of the watershed that have been impacted by the floor of human actions.  The entire house is balanced on the fulcrum of Community Values.



Proposed Action Table

 Landscape Challenges
 Near-term Restoration 

Opportunities
 Outputs
 Outcomes
 Benefits From Nature
 Costs/Revenues

EXAMPLE:

Restoration Opportunity:
Install Bridge

Output:
½ mile of stream restored

Outcome:
- Removes only unnatural
barrier in ESA listed fish
stream

- Restores a source of durable
gravel to enter key fish habitat

- Adds genetic diversity to 
isolated population of fish 

Benefits from Nature: 
wild fish, traditional cultural 
uses, jobs
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One thing in our proposal that I thought was a communication success was our Proposed Action Table at the end.  The columns of that table are listed in the bullets you see here.  What I really like is that we showed outputs and outcomes side by side and then connected them to the Benefits from Nature.  In the example on the right, we wanted to replace an undersized culvert with a bridge.  The traditional output or target would be ½ mile stream restored.  A much more meaningful outcome was that we would be removing the last unnatural barrier in an ESA-listed stream, it would restore gravel supply to key spawning areas below and would improve genetic diversity of the native fish populations.  Benefits from Nature enhanced would include wild fish, traditional cultural uses and jobs for the local economy.



Major Outcomes
 Fire protection actions for private lands

 Wildlife habitat enhancement along an identified 
corridor

 Timber Volume 
- Greater than what was originally planned

 Open dialog with neighbors / community of interest

 Aquatic Restoration (Road Strategy and In-stream)
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Major outcomes of the project were agreements on fire protection measures for private lands, enhancement of elk habitat, timber volume to western Oregon mills, open dialogue with our community of interest and some bomber road and aquatic habitat restoration with agreement from CTC. 



Johan.Hogervorst@usda.gov
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If anyone is interested in looking at our proposal, please drop me an e-mail and I’ll send it to you in pdf.  Thanks!
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